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Many struggle to get their overall level with the best. It's not that hard, but it takes time and it will cost you a lot of gold and gems. For a free player you will probably use the year to make one total of 1.7m power with collecting a lot of gems in addition to holding your shield up. Read more by clicking here.
The order of this guide - Power Levelling, Skill Books, Roles, Cultivation, Dragons and Beasts, and Gear and Refinement. Power Aligning Overall this simple but effective method can get you at least 300,000 total EXP per minute of use. Make sure all your subordinate city slots fullTeleport next to the NPC
sub, preferably Uncommon (green) or higherAttack this NPC sub with the general you want to level (make sure you can clear it with minimal losses) This one attack should get about 60,000 Gen EXPRinse and repeat Step 3 until you are satisfied (you can change the generals) Skills to the books Check
here. When choosing a skill book, you have to set a goal for what you want your general to become, whether it's a PVP Gen, or a farming one, or a boss hunting general. Do you want it to focus on horse-drawn forces, ground troops? Etc. Take, for example, Prince Rhaeger - Skills Book Time: 15%
Troops Attack (Base Book It Comes With)25% Kujay Troops Attack25% Troop Range Attack25% Siege Machine Attack Range of Various Attacks make it a mixed type of general. This is because it covers all four types of attack, but also specializes in established, range and siege-type troops. If you want
a particular general, say, a siege PVP, then you will use all (or most) siege books. The same can be said about other troops (although the ground general, in my opinion, is not worth the effort). It can also be found in Top Tricks you probably didn't know. To apply Skills Books with minimal waste to the
general, the first place level 1 version of the book is on the general. Then when all the slots are filled you can apply a level 4 book that fits them. In the title role you can shoot each general when he reaches a certain level for gold, as well as for a certain number of medals. The amount of gold and medals
to put the star on the overall depends on its color (gold, purple, blue, green or white) and if it is historic or not. You can put the first star on the overall level 5, the second star at level 10, the third star at level 14, the fourth star at level 18 and the fifth star at level 22. To get this EXP level needed for these
levels, I suggest you take a look at the top of this guide to EXP raising overall. Don't put your general on the sub to get exp as if you get hit he Jump up the levels quickly and you run the risk of passing the threshold. Cultivation In order to minimize the waste of gemstones, I advise you to watch this very
closely. During cultivation you should never allow one cultivating statistic to go further than 30 pounds above above others - if this happens, use the x10 gem function and tick boxes that need to be enlarged in order to compensate. While growing, if the numbers turns orange it is a suggestion to align your
total before doing any further cultivation. Once you progress to level 25 it should no longer be a problem, up to 499, which is near the cultivation limit. Each type of skill in general raises different types of boosts: Leadership - Sub Speed Training, HP Troops and March Speed Attack - Defense Forces -
Defense Forces Policy - Sub Building Speed, Sub Gold Manufacturing, Gathering Speed and Death Wounded throughout cultivation, I would suggest using only x10 gems if you can afford it, although from the total numbers 0-250 x1 gemstone and gold can be used. Cultivation can be much more in-depth
confusing, but as long as you follow the rules without letting the stats go above 30 pounds from the rest, and that you use x10 gems you will do it right. Dragons and Beasts Don't have much to say about these other than equipping their generals will increase their stats as shown in their information. There
is one hour to cool off on when you remove the dragon/beast before you can put it on another general. Check out the Dragons and Beasts guide here. Gear - Clarification King/Dragon/Achaemenidae is the only equipment worth your time and resources. The first 5 Star is your piece of gear before refining,
otherwise your refinement won't be very good. When clarifying you should not keep the number of clarifications, instead you should look for a percentage of clarification. When you get to higher levels in Evony, King Gear should only be used for Sub Gens, but it will take some time to get k. King's Gear
during refinement can only give a maximum boost of 15%, I would suggest keeping anything above 10% so as not to spend gems and gold. Remember, to keep the update you can click lock on the right side of it during the update to fix it in place, stopping it from being refined again - although this will cost
gems. Dragon gear is similar to King's Gear, but while refining, you can have a maximum of 20% positive effect on the slot compared to 15%. Only keep 14-15% refinement, otherwise it is a big waste of potential statistics. Not much is currently known about Achaemenidae gear, if you have any knowledge
of the sophistication of the possibilities, please email themobilegameguides@gmail.com or leave a comment below, thank you. This will be updated when we know. To find a list of good generals, check it out here. Evony: The King's Return is the creator of the civilizational empire you command create an
army, create a civilization and become the king of your empire. The game is a strategy of real-time massively multiplayer online games where other players will be either your ally or enemy. At the beginning of the game, you can choose between 7 civilizations to customize the architecture of your empire -
American, Chinese, European, Russian, Korean, Arabic and Japanese. In addition, The game allows you to recruit famous generals and leaders such as Charlemagne, Julius Caesar, Genghis Khan, and more. Evony: The Return of the King has many troops and buildings at your disposal to crush or
make amends to your enemies. You can manage resources and explore certain improvements that will benefit your empire and your army. The game has an exciting multiplayer aspect where you connect with people from all over the world. This system makes multiplayer gameplay accessible and easy
to coordinate with others. Evony: Return of the King is available on both Google Play and the App Store. Table content of the game introduction Like many strategic games, Evony: Return of the King has the player to go through the stages of development construction. The main goal of the game is to
develop a powerful base, unlock the upgrade, raise the army, and conquer the ground. To help players get resources to upgrade their troops, city, etc., you can attack other players and get resources. Taking advantage of the multiplayer system allows players to build a strong alliance that will help you in
your quest to expand your kingdom. Buildings review Buildings are an important part of Evony: The Return of the King, as they improve your empire, allow you to build stronger troops, make you get resources faster, and more. Construction and modernization of buildings require resources. Some
requirements may also need to be met before you can upgrade certain buildings, including the minimum level of other buildings. The higher the level of the building, the stronger it is and the more resources it generates. Here's an overview of some of the most important buildings in the game. Keep
perhaps the most important building is to store. Store this giant castle building in the center of your empire. Your Store will always be a higher level than all other buildings. To upgrade buildings that have reached the same level of your hold, you need to align your store first. The store allows you to unlock
new buildings and increase the amount of tax on gold, generals capacity, and subordinate city capacity. The Keep update takes quite late in the game, so be sure to start it as soon as possible. Wall Wall line defenses in front of the city, protecting you from enemies attacking your city. You can do certain
activities on the wall, such as patrolling and collecting gifts. Upgrading the wall increases protection and HP, as well as increases the capacity of your traps. If you are fighting enemies to take out your city too easily, then consider upgrading your wall. Rally Spot on Rally Spot, you can increase your march
size, which increases the strength of your army. Before you engage in combat by exploring the ground, or attacking the enemy kingdom, we recommend that you see if you can upgrade your troops on Rally Spot. The Academy allows you to investigate updates. This is extremely important for progression,
as it allows you to increase power through a stronger upgrade. Who to who at a faster pace, you should focus on using and upgrading the Academy. Market Market is where you can buy a variety of resources daily. Be sure to check the market every day for a new selection of resources. Here you can also
find the Black Market, which offers special resources. The Embassy Embassy is an important building because it allows you to receive reinforcements from your allies during an attack on your city. If your city is under attack constantly, using embassy support can be the solution to your problem. Research
to improve your troops and base, as mentioned earlier, research is also an important mechanic of the game, as it allows you to improve your kingdom and become stronger. In Evony: The Return of the King, there are four different types of studies to do. AdvancementDefenseMilitaryMedical Aid The more
advanced type of research is the more resources they require. Make sure to have a lot of resources at your disposal before you do advanced research. Advancing research allows you to promote buildings, such as adding resource collectors. Defense strengthens your defense with increasing traps and
defense capability. The military increases the power of your troops and adds new abilities. Finally, medical care helps your troops, revives them, and allows them to survive longer. The importance of collecting resources and agricultural resources is an integral part of Evony: The Return of the King. You
need different resources for almost every aspect of the game from upgrading your buildings to training troops. To help you get an overview of the various resources in the game, we've compiled the following list of resources in the game with information on how to get them. The main resources in the game
are wood, stone and iron. They can be shoeed and assembled on a farm, mill, quarry and mine. All of the above buildings are very important because they passively generate resources for you to collect. You can also get resources through other means, including conquering places on an open map,
picking enemies, and completing quests. Resources are very important if you want to progress in the game, so be sure to collect your resources often and upgrade resource-providing buildings whenever you can. Find goblins are normal monsters that drop gold, experience, honor and points. You can find
goblins on an open map like any other crowd in the game. Goblins are speical, however, as they drop way more resources than conventional mobs, making them excellent for agriculture. Depending on the level of goblins, you will receive rewards accordingly with higher levels of goblins dropping more
rewards. Goblins are an important factor in the game because it allows beginners to scale quickly due to their gold production. Join the alliance Every player must be in an alliance, as it comes with several Alliance is a kind of clan that you form with other players in the game, allowing you to communicate
with them and help each other when needed. You Are You Progress faster when you are in the Alliance, making it a no-brainer to join one. Many other benefits, such as Alliance Shop, Alliance Warehouse, Alliance Gifts and more, are also available once they join the alliance. The generals explained the
generals are strong characters who lead armies in marches to gather resources, attack monsters and fight against their enemies. They can be recruited in a tavern and are mayors of subordinate cities. The subordinate cities are unlocked when your hold reaches level 11. Think of them as outposts, small
cities that increase your overall power. They also allow you to get resources and provide buffs from time to time. The generals have various rarities for them - Legendary, Epic, Rare, Unusual, and Common. The generals have various strengths and weaknesses, depending on both the general himself and
his rarity. Generals who have a higher rarity are stronger than those with lower rarity. Generals come from different countries and with 4 attributes - leadership, attack, defense and politics. Generals specialize in different attributes, meaning generals will have more statistics in some aspects based on their
history. Leadership increases the speed of March and HP your troops. Attack increases the attack of your troopsProtection increases the defense of your troops. The policy increases the rate of resource collection and the death of the wounded. Depending on the general, you want to send them to perform
different tasks as some generals are better at attacking than others. Some generals are also more suited to agriculture and resource collection than others. Generals can also be equipped with equipment - weapons, clothing, boots, helmets, trousers and rings. Each general has unique skills that can
provide amateurs to your troops, collecting resources, etc. you can improve their generals by wrapping them up and giving them powerful new equipment. Your general's stats will increase as a result, allowing them to be more powerful. A variety of troops there are many different troops that you can
recruit in Evony: Return of the King. You can recruit troops from several different empires, including Arab knights and Japanese archers. Each type of troop has both strengths and weaknesses. Playing the game and moving through it, you will be able to find which combination of troops suits your style of
play. Depending on where you are in the game, certain combinations of troops and generals will be preferable than others. No matter what combination of troops you end up training for a particular battle, we recommend you diversify your army. We found that different troops work better than just bringing
in one type of troops. Here is a list of all types of troops that you can train in the game. ArcherBallistaBattering Evony: The Return of the King has many buildings, generals, troops and upgrades to explore. With this guidance, we hope, hopefully, be able to progress quickly and have an amazing time
playing Evony: The Return of the King. If you have any tips or tricks for this game that you think should be included in our guide, let us know in the comments section below. Below. evony the king's return generals guide. evony the king's return captured generals guide
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